
Class Descriptions 

 

SESSION 1: 

 
Dahlias by Julie Huynh 
 

We will be discussing how to grow your own dahlias. The class will include everything needed to 
start a beautiful dahlia garden.  This includes history of dahlias, preparing your soil and how to 

plant the dahlia tubers.  We will then discuss the care for your plant including pest control, 

fertilizing, staking, watering (irrigation) and pruning.  Some information on breeding and 

propagating will also be included.  And finally we will also discuss how to put your dahlias to bed 
in the fall with dividing and storing over the winter or winterizing in the ground. 

 

Attracting Birds to Your Garden by Patty Sorensen 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

This session will help you learn how to better support attracting birds to your backyards.  We will 

discuss identifying the birds in your area, understanding their physiology, plantings to attract 

them, foods (natural and provided) they prefer, site requirements for successful nesting and 

various resources to access.   

Pruning Shrubs by Joleen Schilling 
 

Pruning is important to maintaining healthy shrubs in your home landscape. In this presentation, 

you will learn the basics of why to prune, when to prune and how to prune. 

 

SESSION 2: 

 
Growing Berries – The Keys to Success by Bernadine Strik 
 

Growing blueberries in the home garden is rewarding. However, many have found that growing 

them well, for many years, is frustrating. Don’t be discouraged – with the right methods you WILL 

be successful. This class will cover how to amend the soil in your yard or what to use for “soil” in 

a raised bed or container, how to plant, fertilize, and pruning techniques to ensure your plants 

will establish well and produce fruit for many years! 

 

The Humble Ground Cover - A New Look at an Old Landscape Staple by Neil Bell 
 

The term “groundcover” is usually interpreted to mean a diminutive plant which spreads 

horizontally in the landscape and does not exceed a few inches in height. In most landscape 

situations, groundcovers are utilized in a supporting role as filler between shrubs or trees that are 

the real focus of the landscape and serve principally to suppress weeds. Weed management is a 

worthy goal of groundcover plants, but their effectiveness is directly related to the height of the 

plant and the density of the canopy. This presentation will look at an array of groundcovers which 

vary in size for use in un-irrigated situations not as filler, but as a mainstay of the landscape 

itself. 

Maintaining Your Roses by Katherine Johnson 
 

Does the thought of growing roses scare you?  Do you fret that their maintenance and upkeep will 

be just too much?  Don’t let rose care stop you from enjoying these amazing beauties.  Let this 

rose care expert teach you how easy it is to plant, care for and prune roses. 

 
 

 

 

 



SESSION 3: 

 

The Enabled Garden by Keith Wingfield 
 

The focus of the class is on the enjoyment of gardening as a lifetime pursuit.  The class will 

discuss and demonstrate how to develop and maintain an accessible garden for those with 
disabilities or limited mobility, container gardening, raised bed gardening and patio gardening so 

that gardening may be enjoyed through all phases of life and its multitude of changes.  All of the 

methods and opportunities discussed within the class have been practice and applied by the class 

instructor for many years, and adaptive tools and equipment will be available for demonstration 
during the class.         

 

Underground Vegetables – Root Crops and How to Grow Them by Darren Morgan 
 

This talk will provide general planting, growing, and yield information for all of the major (and a 

few minor) root crops, as well as tips and tricks, harvesting and storage, and companion plant 

suggestions for these garden staples. 

 

Introduction to Food Preservation – Preserving the Harvest by Tonya Johnson 
 

Learn the basics about canning, freezing, drying, and pickling. Which products need to be 

processed in a pressure canner? Which can be processed in a boiling water canner? What kind of 

equipment is needed? Which recipes and directions are recommended and why?  

 

SESSION 4: 
 

Must-have New Annuals & Perennials for PNW Gardening by Crystal Cady 
 

One of the most exciting things about being an avid gardener is anticipating cool new plant 

releases, selecting your must-haves and finding room in your already packed garden for such 

gems. With all the cool releases headed to market for the coming season you’ll want to make sure 

your wish list is fine-tuned and ready to shop at your favorite garden centers! Join Crystal as she 

explores the latest and greatest new selections for spring and which ones you’ll definitely want to 
make room in your garden and budget for! 

 

Seed Saving by Rose Marie Nichols-McGee 

TBA 

 
Native Plants and Climate Change by Norm Jacobs 
 

There are many reasons for interest in native plants.  Nativity implies ease of cultivation, low 
maintenance requirements, a perfect fit into the food chain of insects, birds, and wildlife, and 

sustenance of familiar species against possible displacement by non-native or at worst invasive 

species.  However the impact of climate change means that this now a moving target.  Today I 

will be presenting an expanded view of nativity born of my forty years growing plants which I 
hope will inform and perhaps help us adapt our gardens to the future. 

 

 

 

 

 


